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1. Introduction  

The Ehong Control Interface (EHCI) is a set of ASCII commands and indicators with which the user can 

control the Ehong’s Bluetooth module via UART interface by a host (PC, MCU, etc.).  

 

The commands are used to control the Bluetooth module sent by host. The indicators are output from the 

Bluetooth module to the host to indicate the status of the module.  

 

In addition, there are some IO indicators available when the UART is used to transfer raw data (working in 

Bypass mode). As a complement of ASCII commands and indicators, the IO indicators are also a part of 

EHCI.  

2. Command and Indicator Syntax 

1.1. Default UART Configuration  

The default configuration of UART is given below:  

baud rate: 9600 

Data bits: 8 

Stop bits: 1 parity: None 

Flow command: None 

The default UUID of service is given below:  

Service UUID : 11223344-5566-7788-99AA-BBCCDDEEFF00 

2.2. General Syntax  

The general syntax of AT command is shown as below: 
→AT+CMD[=Para1][,Para2][, RawData] <CR><LF> 
The general syntax of AT indicator is shown as below: 
←IDC[=Para1]<CR><LF> 

Note: 1. For the examples in this document, the command sent to the Bluetooth module will be shown with “→” at the beginning 

of the line, while the indicator output by Bluetooth module will be shown with “←” at the beginning of the line. 

2.2. Description of each field 

“AT+”  ： command line prefix.  

“CMD”： command. All of the commands are listed in section 5. 

“IDC”   ： indicator. All of the indicators are listed in section 4.  

 “= ”     ： separator between command/indicator and parameter. It’s only needed if a      

parameter is presented. Para1 is the first parameter. Not all of the commands have a parameter.  

“,”        ： separator between parameters. It’s only needed if subsequent parameter is presented. Para2 is 

the second parameter if available. RawData is the raw data which will be sent by the command. Only parts of 
the commands have this field. 

<CR><LF>： terminator of the command, hex: 0x0d 0x0a 

Notes: 
1. All of the parameters are composed of ASCII characters while the RawData field can composed of any data contents. 

2. In indicators, the module prints hex values in low case. For other places in the document we always use upper case 

characters for hex values. 

2.3. Description of each field 

Ex. 2.1  
→AT+FT=01,00,00<CR><LF> ←configure the module features.  
←OK<CR><LF>                       ←response from the module to indicate the command is adopted.  
Ex. 2.2  
→ AT+CS=00189600ABCD<CR><LF> ← establish SPP connection with the device which address is 
00:18:96:00:AB:CD.  
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← SS=01,00189600ABCD<CR><LF>  ←the Bluetooth module is now connecting to the specified device 
which address is 00:18:96:00:AB:CD.  
 →CS=00,00189600ABCD<CR><LF>  ← connecting result: success.  
← SS=02,00189600ABCD<CR><LF>  ← the Bluetooth module is now connected to the specified device 
which address is 00:18:96:00:AB:CD.  

3. Command List  

All the available EHCI commands are listed and briefly described in the tables below. The detailed 
description of each command can be given in chapter 5.  
Table 3.1 EHCI Command List  

Command  Short Description 

General Commands 

PF  Query or configure the profiles of the module.  

AD  Query the Bluetooth address of the module.  

FT  Query or configure the features of the module.  

NM  Query or change the local friendly name of the module.  

BR  Query or change the UART baud rate.  

MD  Query or change the state of discoverable mode.  

PA  Query or change the state of pairing mode.  

CA  Query or change the state of connectable mode.  

CP  Clear the paired Bluetooth device list.  

VU  Increase the Volume.  

VD  Decrease the Volume.  

VR Query the Bluetooth version 

SPP Commands 

CS  Connect to the remote SPP device.  

DS  Disconnect with the remote SPP device.  

SS  Query the SPP state of each SPP instance.  

DT  Send data packet to remote SPP device.  

BLE Commands 

AT  Query or change the advertising state.  

DL  Disconnect with remote BLE central device.  

LS  Query the state of BLE channel.  

LD  Send data packet to remote BLE central device.  

A2DP Commands 

OD  Query of change the optional decoder used by A2DP.  

CM  Connect to the remote A2DP source device.  

DM  Disconnect with the remote A2DP source device.  

MS  Query the state of A2DP.  

MR  Switch the audio output route.  

MV Check or set the volume of A2DP music.  

AVRCP Commands 

CV  Connect to the remote AVRCP target device.  

DV  Disconnect with the remote AVRCP target device.  

VS  Query the AVRCP state.  

PL  Send a Play/Pause command to remote AVRCP device.  

ST  Send a Stop command to remote AVRCP device.  

NX  Send a Next command to remote AVRCP device.  

PR  Send a Previous command to remote AVRCP device.  

4. Indicator List  

All the available EHCI indicators are listed and briefly described in the tables below. The detailed description 
of each command can be given in chapter  6 .  
 
 
 
Table 4.1 EHCI Indicator List  
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Indicator Short Description 

General Indicators 

OK  Indicates a command was adopted by the module.  

ER  Indicates there is an error detected in the command sent by the host.  

AD  Bluetooth address of the module.  

PF  Configuration of profiles of the module.  

FT  Features of the module.  

NM  Local friendly name of the module.  

BR  UART baud rate.  

MD  Discoverable state.  

PA  State of pairing mode.  

CA  State of connectable mode  

SPP Indicators 

CS  Connect to the remote SPP device.  

SS  Query the SPP state of each SPP instance.  

DT  Send data packet to remote SPP device.  

BLE Indicators 

CD BLE characteristic UUID 

AT  State of Advertising  

LS  State of BLE channel  

LD  Data packet received from remote BLE central device  

A2DP Indicators 

OD  Configuration of optional decoder used by A2DP.  

MS  State of A2DP channel  

CM  Result of connect attempt to a remote A2DP source device.  

PL  Status of A2DP playing.  

DD  Decoder used by A2DP.  

SR  Simple rate of A2DP audio  

MR  Audio output route  

MV  Volume of A2DP music  

AVRCP Indicators 

VS  State of AVRCP.  

CV  Result of connect attempt to a remote AVRCP target device.  

5.General Information Commands  

5.1. General Commands 

5.1.1 PF—Query or configure the profiles 

1.Description:  

This command can query or configure the profiles of Bluetooth module. Once configured, the configuration 
will take effect immediately and until the next time the module is configured by this command. It means the 
Bluetooth module will remember the configuration, and even if the Bluetooth module has been powered off, 
the configuration will not be lost. If the new configuration is adopted by the Bluetooth module, the module will 
perform a reboot, the non-memorable settings will return to their default value. Therefore, it is recommended 
to send this command first if necessary.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  
→AT+PF=[SppEn] [,HfpEnt][,A2dpEn][,Avrcp\Ent] [,PbapEn] [,MapEn]<CR><LF> 

←OK<CR><LF> 

3. Parameter Description:  

None 

4. Examples:  

Ex. 1. Reset bluetooth module: 
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→AT+ RESET <CR><LF> Reset bluetooth module. 
←OK<CR><LF> Reset the success. 

5.1.2. AD—Query the Bluetooth address 

1. Description:  

This command can query the Bluetooth address of local module. Once the Bluetooth module adopted this 
query request, it will report its Bluetooth address by the Indicator AD.  
 

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

→AT+AD<CR><LF>  

←AD =<Param><CR><LF> 

3. Examples: 

Ex. Query the address of the module: 
→AT+ AD <CR><LF> Query the address of the module. 
←AD=00189600ABCD <Param><CR><LF> response from the module to indicate the command is 
adopted. 

5.1.3. NM—Query or Configure Module’s Name 

1. Description:  

This command can query or change the local friendly name of Bluetooth module. Once changed, the new 
friendly name will take effect at next time the remote device get local name and until the next time the 
friendly name is changed by this command. It means the Bluetooth module will remember the friendly name, 
and even if the Bluetooth module has been powered off, the friendly name will not be lost.  
If the parameter is not presented, the Bluetooth module will report current friendly name by the Indicator NM.  

2. Syntax:  
Synopsis:  

→AT+NM[=Name]<CR><LF>  

←NM=Name<CR><LF> 

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter Description Nvram Comments 

[Name]. 

The new local friendly name of the Bluetooth 
module.  
Length: 1—30 characters  
Default: Per software version. 

 . 

4. Examples:  

Ex.a. To query the name of module: 
→AT+NM<CR><LF> Query the name of module. 
←NAME=EH-MB18<CR><LF> response the name of the module. 
Ex.b. Configure the name of the module: 
→AT+NM=TEST123<CR><LF> Configure the name of module as “TEST123”. 
←OK<CR><LF> response from the module to indicate the command is adopted. 

5.1.4. FT —Query or configure the features 

1. Description:  

This command can query or configure the features of Bluetooth module. Once configured, the configuration 
will take effect immediately and until the next time the module is configured by this command. It means the 
Bluetooth module will remember the configuration, and even if the Bluetooth module has been powered off, 
the configuration will not be lost.  
If the parameter is not presented, the Bluetooth module will report current feature configuration by the 
Indicator FT. If the user wants to configure the features, all of the parameters should be given together.  
 

2. Syntax:  
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Synopsis:  

→AT+ FT[=ATPowerOn,ATLinkLost,Intervat]<CR><LF> 

 

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

ATPowerOn 

Enable or disable connect the last connected device 
after power on.  
Value: 00h—01h  
00: disable the auto connect attempt  
01: enable the auto connect 
Default:01 

  

ATLinkLost 

The attempt time(minutes) of reconnect after link lost.  
Value: 00h—FFh  
00: No reconnect attempt will be performed after link 
lost.  
01-FE: The attempt time(minutes) of reconnect after 
link lost.  
Default: 01 (1 minute) 

  

Interval 

The interval between each reconnect attempt after link 
lost. The unit is second.  
Value: 00h—FFh  
Default: 0A (10 seconds) The interval between each 
reconnect attempt after link lost. The unit is second.  
Value: 00h—FFh  
Default: 0A (10 seconds) 

  

4. Examples:  

Ex. a.To query current feature configuration of Bluetooth module: 
→AT+ FT <CR><LF> query current feature configuration. 
←FT=01,01, 0A <CR><LF> report current feature configuration. 
The auto connection after power on has been enabled  
The auto reconnect after link lost has been enabled in 1 miniute 
 The interval of auto reconnect has been set to 10s. 
Ex. b.To configure the features of Bluetooth module: 
→AT+FT=01,00, 0A <CR><LF> configure the module features. 
Set the auto connect enalbe after power on;  
 No reconnect attempt will be performed after link lost;  
 Set the interval of auto reconnect to 10s.  
←OK <CR><LF> response from the module to indicate the command is adopted. 

5.1.5. MD—Make the Bluetooth module discoverable 

1. Description:  

This command can query or change the Bluetooth module’s discoverable status. Only when the Bluetooth 
module is discoverable, it can be found by other Bluetooth device.  
If the parameter is not presented, the Bluetooth module will report current discover status by the Indicator 
MD.  

2. Syntax:  
→AT+MD<CR><LF> 

←MD[=Status]<CR><LF> 

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

Status 

The new status of discoverable.  
Value: 00h or 01h  
00: Not discoverable  
01: Discoverable  
Default: 00 (Not discoverable) 

  

 

4. Examples:  

Ex.a. To query the current discoverable status of the Bluetooth module: 
→AT+MD <CR><LF> query the current discoverable status. 
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←MD=00<CR><LF> report the Bluetooth module is not discoverable currently. 
Ex.b. To make Bluetooth module discoverable: 
→AT+MD=01 <CR><LF> make Bluetooth module discoverable. 
←OK<CR><LF> response from the module to indicate the command is adopted. 

5.1.6. BR—Query or Configure UART’s Baud Rate 

1. Description:  

This command can query or configure the UART baud rate of Bluetooth Module.Once changed, the new 
baud rate willtake effect next power on. The Bluetooth module stores the value in its non-volatile memory so 
the value won’t changeuntil be set again.If the command without parameter, the Bluetooth Module will report 
current baud rate by indicator BD. 

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

→AT+ BR <CR><LF>  

←+BR =<Param><CR><LF> 

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

[baudrate] 
Range: 2400-
921600 

Module’s baudrate of UART speed. 
2400 bps 
9600 bps 
19200 bps 
38400 bps 
57600 bps 
115200 bps 
230400 bps 
460800 bps 
921600 bps 

YES Default: 9600 

4. Examples:  

Ex.a. To query the baud rate of Bluetooth Module: 
→AT+BR<CR><LF> query the baud rate. 
←+BR=9600<CR><LF> report the baud rate, it’s 9600. 
Ex.b. To change the baud rate of Bluetooth Module: 
→AT+BR=115200<CR><LF> change the baud rate to 115200. 
←OK response from the module to indicate the command is adopted.  

5.1.7. PA—Query of change the status of pairing mode  

1. Description:  

This command can query or change the Bluetooth module’s pairing mode status. Only when the pairing 
mode is enabled, it can be paired/bonded with other Bluetooth device.  
If the parameter is not presented, the Bluetooth module will report current status of pairing mode by the 
Indicator PA. 

2. Syntax:  
Synopsis:  

→AT+ PA[=Status] <CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description Nvram Comments 

Status 

The new status of pairing mode.  
Value: 00h or 01h  
00: Pairing/Bonding disabled  
01: Pairing/Bonding enabled  
Default: 01 (Enabled) 

  

 
4. Examples:  

Ex.a.To query the current pairing mode status of the Bluetooth module: 
→AT+ PA<CR><LF> query the current pairing mode status. 
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←PA=01<CR><LF> report the pairing is enabled currently. 
Ex.To disable the pairing mode of the Bluetooth module: 
→AT+PA=00<CR><LF> disable the pairing mode. 
←OK<CR><LF> response from the module to indicate the command is adopted. 

5.1.8. CA—Query of change the state of connectable mode  

1. Description:  

This command can query or change the Bluetooth module’s connectable mode state. Only when the 
connectable mode is enabled, it can be connected with other Bluetooth device.  
If the parameter is not presented, the Bluetooth module will report current state of connectable mode by the 
Indicator CA.  

2. Syntax:  
Synopsis:  

→AT+ CA[=State]<CR><LF> 

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

State 

The new state of connectable 
mode.  
Value: 00h or 01h  
00: connect disabled  
01: connect enabled  
Default: 01 (Enabled) 

 Default: 01 

 
4. Examples:  

Ex.a.To query the current connectable mode state of the Bluetooth module: 
→AT+CA<CR><LF> query the current connectable mode state. 
←CA=01<CR><LF> report the connectable mode is enabled currently 

Ex.b.To disable the connectable mode of the Bluetooth module: 
→AT+CA=00<CR><LF> disable the connectable mode. 
←OK<CR><LF> response from the module to indicate the command is adopted. 

5.1.9. CP—Clear the paired Bluetooth device list 

1. Description:  

This command can clear the paired device list stored in the Bluetooth module. If there is some Bluetooth 
device is connected with the Bluetooth module, it will perform a disconnection before clear the paired device 
list.  

2. Syntax:  
Synopsis:  

→AT+ CP <CR><LF> 

3. Examples:  

Ex. To clear the paired device list: 
→AT+ CP <CR><LF> clear the paired device list. 
←OK<CR><LF> response from the module to indicate the command is adopted. 

5.1.10. VU—Increase the Volume 

1. Description:  
This command is used to increase the volume of HFP voice or A2DP music by 1 step.  
Only the volume of currently output will be increased, that means if it is in a phone call, the volume of 
HFP voice will be increased while the volume of A2DP music will not be affected. Otherwise, if it is 
playing A2DP music, the volume of A2DP music will be increased while the volume of HFP voice will 
not be affected.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  
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→AT+ VU <CR><LF>  

3. Examples:  

Ex.To increase the volume: 
→AT+ VU <CR><LF> increase the volume. 
←OK<CR><LF> response from the module to indicate the command is adopted.. 

5.1.11. VD—Decrease the Volume 

1. Description:  

This command is used to decrease the volume of HFP voice or A2DP music by 1 step.  
Only the volume of currently output will be decreased, that means if it is in a phone call, the volume of HFP 
voice will be decreased while the volume of A2DP music will not be affected. Otherwise, if it is playing A2DP 
music, the volume of A2DP music will be decreased while the volume of HFP voice will not be affected.  

2. Syntax:  
Synopsis:  

→AT+ VD<CR><LF>  

3. Examples:  

Ex. To increase the volume: 
→AT+ VD<CR><LF> decrease the volume. 
←OK<CR><LF> response from the module to indicate the command is adopted. 

5.1.12. MM—Query or configure Man-In-The-Middle protection feature 

1. Description:  

This command can query or configure the Man-In-The-Middle protection feature of Bluetooth module. Once 
configured, the configuration will take effect immediately and until the next time the module is configured by 
this command. It means the Bluetooth module will remember the configuration, and even if the Bluetooth 
module has been powered off, the configuration will not be lost.  
If the parameter is not presented, the Bluetooth module will report current configuration by the Indicator MM.  

2. Syntax:  
Synopsis:  

→AT+ MM[=State] <CR><LF> 

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

 

The new state of Man-In-The-
Middle protection.  
Value: 00h or 02h  
00: Deactivated  
01: Activated  
 
Default: 00   

 
The default value 
may be different per 
software version. 

Notes: 1. A man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack occurs when a user wants to connect two devices but instead of connecting directly 

with each other they unknowingly connect to a third (attacking) device that plays the role of the device they are attempting to pair 

with. The third device then relays information between the two devices giving the illusion that they are directly connected. The 

attacking device may even eavesdrop on communication between the two devices (known as active eavesdropping) and is able to 

insert and modify information on the connection. In this type of attack, all of the information exchanged between the two devices 

are compromised and the attacker may inject commands and information into each of the devices thus potentially damaging the 

function of the devices. Devices falling victim to the attack are capable of communicating only when the attacker is present. If the 

attacker is not active or out range, the two victim devices will not be able to communicate directly with each other and the user will 

notice it.  

 

To prevent MITM attacks, Secure Simple Pairing offers two user assisted numeric methods: numerical comparison or passkey entry. 

If Secure Simple Pairing would use 16 decimal digit numbers, then the usability would be the same as using legacy pairing with 16 

decimal digit PIN. The chance for a MITM to succeed inserting its own link keys in this case is a 1 in 1016 = 253 pairing instances, 

which is an unnecessarily low probability.   

Secure Simple Pairing protects the user from MITM attacks with a goal of offering a 1 in 1,000,000 chance that a MITM could mount 

a successful attack. The strength of the MITM protections was selected to minimize the user impact by using a six digit number for 

numerical comparison and Passkey entry. This level of MITM protection was selected since, in most cases, users can be alerted to the 
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potential presence of a MITM attacker when the connection process fails as a result of a failed MITM attack. While most users feel 

that provided that they have not compromised their passkey, a 4-digit key is sufficient for authentication (i.e. bank card PIN codes), 

the use of six digits allows Secure Simple Pairing to be FIPS compliant and this was deemed to have little perceivable usability 

impact.  

If the Man-In-The-Middle protection feature is activated, the module may output the number for numeric comparison by indicator 

NC or a passkey request by indicator PK. About the command NC and PK, please refer to section 5.1.24 and 5.1.25.  

2. If the Man-In-The-Middle protection feature is activated, the IO capability can only be configured to “Display Yes/No” or 

“Keyboard Only”. About the IO capability, please refer to section  5.1.7 .  

3. When connect with some Android device by the SPP profile, it is required to active the Man-In-The-Middle protection.  

4. Examples:  

Ex. Query To query current Man-In-The-Middle protection state of the Bluetooth module: 
→AT+ MM <CR><LF> query the current Man-In-The-Middle protection state. 
←MM=00<CR><LF> report the Man-In-The-Middle protection is deactivated currently. 
Ex.To active Man-In-The-Middle protection feature: 
→AT+ MM =01<CR><LF> active Man-In-The-Middle protection feature. 
←OK<CR><LF> response from the module to indicate the command is adopted. 

5.1.13. BS—Make the ble module open or close  

1. Description:  

This command is used to control the ble  profile. 
Once configured, the configuration will take effect immediately and until the next time the module is 
configured by this command. It means the Bluetooth module will remember the configuration, and even if the 
Bluetooth module has been powered off, the configuration will not be lost.  
If the parameter is not presented, the Bluetooth module will report current configuration by the Indicator BS  

2. Syntax:  
Synopsis:  

→AT+ BS<CR><LF> 
 

3. Examples:  

Ex. a.To increase the volume: 
→AT+ BS=00<CR><LF> CLOSE the BLE profile. 
←OK<CR><LF> response from the module to indicate the command is adopted. 
Ex. b. To query current BLE profile state of the Bluetooth module: 
→AT+ BS<CR><LF> query the current Man-In-The-Middle protection state. 
←BS=00<CR><LF> report the BLE profile state is deactivated currently. 

5.1.14. VR—Query the Bluetooth version 

1. Description:  

This command can query the Bluetooth address of local module. Once the Bluetooth module adopted this 
query request, it will report its Bluetooth address by the Indicator VR.  
 

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

→AT+VR<CR><LF>  

3. Examples:  

Ex.To query the Bluetooth address of local module: 
→AT+ VR <CR><LF> query the Bluetooth version. 
←EH_MB18_C000.V1.0.7.9<CR><LF> report the Bluetooth version is EH_MB18_C000.V1.0.7.9. 

5.2. SPP Commands  

5.2.1. CS—Connect to the remote SPP device  

1. Description:  
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This command will make the Bluetooth module to connect to the remote Bluetooth SPP device. If the 
Bluetooth address  
parameter is not presented, the Bluetooth module will attempt to connect to the last connected SPP device.  

2. Syntax:  
Synopsis:  

→AT+CS[=BdAddr] <CR><LF> 

 

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

BdAddr 
The Bluetooth address of the 
Bluetooth SPP device to 
connect. 

  

Notes: 1. If either local or remote device has already established a SPP connection with some other device use the same Name ID, 

the remote device will disconnect with local device immediately.  

.4. Examples:  

Ex.a.To connect to the last connected SPP device: 
→AT+ CS<CR><LF> connect to the last connected device with the SPP profile. 
←SS=01,00189600ABCD<CR><LF> the Bluetooth module is now connecting to the last connected 
device which address is 00:18:96:00:AB:CD 
←CS=00,00189600ABCD<CR><LF>connecting result: success.  
← SS=02,00189600ABCD<CR><LF>the Bluetooth module is now connected to the last connected device.  
Ex.b. To connect to the specified device with the SPP profile:  
→ AT+CS=00189600000A<CR><LF>connect to the specified device 00:18:96:00:00:0A with the SPP 
profile.  
←SS=01,00189600000A<CR><LF>the Bluetooth module is now connecting to the specified SPP 
device which address is 00:18:96:00:00:0A.  
← CS=00,00189600000A<CR><LF>connecting result: success.  
← SS=02,00189600000A<CR><LF>the Bluetooth module is now connected to the specified SPP 
device.  

5.2.2. DS—Disconnect with the remote SPP device   

1. Description:  

This command will make Bluetooth module to disconnect with the remote Bluetooth SPP device. If the 
Bluetooth address parameter is not presented, the Bluetooth module will disconnect with all of the connected 
SPP devices.  

2. Syntax:  
Synopsis:  

→AT+DS<CR><LF> 

3. Examples:  

Ex. To disconnect with all of the connected SPP devices: 
→AT+DS <CR><LF> disconnect with all of the connected SPP devices. 
← SS =00<CR><LF> the SPP channel 0 of Bluetooth module is now disconnected and is connectable. 

5.2.3. SS—Query the state of each SPP channel 

1. Description: 

This command is used to query the state of each SPP channel. 

2. Syntax:  
→AT+ SS<CR><LF> 

3. Examples: 

Ex. To query the state of each SPP channel: 
→AT+ SS<CR><LF> query the state of each SPP channel. 
← SS=01,00189600ABCD <CR><LF> the SPP channel 0 of Bluetooth module is now connecting to the 
remote device which address is 00:18:96:00:AB:CD. 
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5.2.4. DT—Send data packet to remote SPP device 

1. Description:  

This command is used to send a data packet to the remote SPP device. 

2. Syntax:  
Synopsis:  

→AT+DT{=Channel,DataLen,Data}<CR><LF> 

 

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

Channel 
The SPP channel ID which will be used to send the 
data packet.  
Value: 00 

  

DataLen 
The length in bytes of the data to be sent.  
Value: 00h-FFh 

  

Data The raw data.   

 
4. Examples:  

Ex. To send data use SPP channel 0 
→AT+DT=00,0A,1234567890<CR><LF> send a data packet use SPP channel 0, the data length is 
10(Dec) 
← OK<CR><LF> response from the module to indicate the command is adopted. 

5.3. BLE commands  

The BLE commands are only available for MB09 which is a Bluetooth 2.1 and Bluetooth Low Energy(BLE) 
Combo module.  

5.3.1. AT—Query or change the advertising state  

1. Description:  

This command can query or change the advertising state of BLE channel. Only when the Bluetooth module 
is advertising, it can be found and connected by a BLE Central device.  
If the parameter is not presented, the Bluetooth module will report current advertising state by the Indicator 
AT.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

→AT+ AT[=State]<CR><LF> 

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

State 

The new state of advertising.  
Value: 00h or 01h  
00: Not advertising.  
01: Advertising to BLE central. 

  

4. Examples:  

Ex. a.To query the current advertising state of the Bluetooth module: 
→AT+ AT <CR><LF> query the current advertising state.  
←AT=00<CR><LF> report the Bluetooth module is not advertising currently. 
Ex. b.To make Bluetooth module advertising: 
→AT+ AT=01 <CR><LF> make Bluetooth module advertising. 
←OK<CR><LF> response from the module to indicate the command is adopted. 
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5.3.2. DL—Disconnect with remote BLE central device  

1. Description: 

This command will make Bluetooth module to disconnect with the remote BLE central device.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis: 
→AT+ DL<CR><LF> 

3. Examples: 

Ex. To disconnect with the connected devices: 
→AT+ DL<CR><LF> disconnect with current connected device. 
←LS=00<MAC><CR><LF> the Bluetooth module is now disconnected and connectable. 

5.3.2. LS—Query the state of BLE channel 

1. Description: 

This command is used to query the status of BLE channel. 

2. Syntax: 

→AT+LS<CR><LF> 

3. Examples: 

Ex. To query the state of BLE channel:  
→AT+ LS<CR><LF> query the state of BLE connection. 
←LS=01<CR><LF> the Bluetooth module is now connected to the BLE central device  

5.3.3. LD—Send data packet to remote BLE central 

1 Description: 

This command is used to send a data packet to the remote BLE central device.  

2. Syntax: 

→AT+LD{=DataLen,Data}<CR><LF> 

3. Parameter Description: 

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

DataLen 
The length in bytes of the data to be sent.  
Value: 00h-FFh 

   

Data The raw data.   

 

4. Examples: 

Ex. To send data to remote BLE central device: 
→AT+ LD=0A,1234567890<CR><LF> send a data packet, the data length is 10(Dec). 
←OK<CR><LF> response from the module to indicate the command is adopted. 

5.4. A2DP Commands  

5.4.1. OD—Query or change the optional decoder used by A2DP  

1. Description:  

This command can query or change the configuration of optional decoder used by A2DP. Once configured, 
the configuration will take effect at the next boot and until the next time the module is configured by this 
command. Therefore, a manually reboot is needed to make the new configuration take effect and the 
Bluetooth module will remember the configuration, and  
even if the Bluetooth module has been powered off, the configuration will not be lost.  
If the parameter is not presented, the Bluetooth module will report current profile configuration by the 
Indicator OD.  

2. Syntax:  
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Synopsis:  

→AT+OD[=,Aac, AptX]<CR><LF>  

 
3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

Aac 

The new status of AAC decoder.  
Value: 00h or 01h  
00h: Disabled  
01h: Enabled  
Default: Disabled 

   

AptX 

The new status of Apt-X decoder.  
Value: 00h or 01h  
00h: Disabled  
01h: Enabled  
Default: Disabled 

  

 

Notes: 1. Even if the module has implemented the function of optional decoder, it is illegal to use it and/or may not work in your 

product without the corresponding license from its owner. It is the customer’s responsibility to get the license from the owner of the 

decoder.  

4. Examples:  

Ex.a. To query current configuration of optional decoder:  
→ AT+OD<CR><LF>query current configuration of optional decoder.  
← OD=00,000<CR><LF>report current configuration of optional decoder: all optional decoder is 
disabled  
Ex.b. To change the configuration of optional decoder:  
→ AT+OD=00,01<CR><LF>change the configuration of optional decoder: enable the Apt-X decoder.  
← OK<CR><LF>response from the module to indicate the command is adopted.  

5.4.2. CM—Connect to the remote A2DP source device  

1. Description:  

This command will make the Bluetooth module to connect to the remote Bluetooth A2DP source device 
(generally, it’s a mobile phone, tablet or laptop, etc.). If the Bluetooth address parameter is not presented, 
the Bluetooth module will attempt to connect to the last connected A2DP source device.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

→AT+CM[=BdAddr]<CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

BdAddr 
The Bluetooth address of the Bluetooth A2DP 
source device to connect. 

   

4. Examples:  

Ex. a. To connect to the last connected A2DP source device:  
→ AT+CM<CR><LF>connect to the last connected A2DP source device.  
← MS=01,00189600ABCD<CR><LF>the Bluetooth module is now connecting to the last connected 
A2DP source device which address is 00:18:96:00:AB:CD.  
← CM=00,00189600ABCD<CR><LF>connecting result: success.  
←MS=02,00189600ABCD<CR><LF>the Bluetooth module is now connected to the last connected 
A2DP source device.  
Ex. b. To connect to the specified A2DP source device:  
→ AT+CM=00189600000A<CR><LF> connect to the specified A2DP source device: 00:18:96:00:00:0A.  
←  MS=01,00189600000A<CR><LF>the Bluetooth module is now connecting to the specified A2DP 
source device which address is 00:18:96:00:00:0A.  
→ CM=00,00189600000A<CR><LF>connecting result: success.  
→ MS=02,00189600000A<CR><LF>the Bluetooth module is now connected to the specified A2DP 
source device.  
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5.4.3. DM—Disconnect with the remote A2DP source device  

1. Description:  

This command will make Bluetooth module to disconnect with the remote Bluetooth A2DP source device. If 
the Bluetooth address parameter is not presented, the Bluetooth module will disconnect with all of the 
connected A2DP source devices.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

AT+DM[=BdAddr]<CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

BdAddr 
The Bluetooth address of the Bluetooth A2DP 
source device to connect. 

   

4. Examples:  

Ex. 5.56. To disconnect with all of the connected A2DP source devices:  
→  AT+DM<CR><LF>disconnect with all of the connected A2DP source devices.  
←  MS=00<CR><LF>the A2DP channel 0 of Bluetooth module is now disconnected and is connectable.  
Ex. 5.57. To disconnect to the specified A2DP source device:  
→  AT+DM=00189600000A<CR><LF>disconnect with the specified A2DP source device: 
00:18:96:00:00:0A.  
←  MS=00<CR><LF>the A2DP channel 0 of Bluetooth module is now disconnected and is connectable.  

5.4.4. MS—Query the state of A2DP  

1. Description:  

This command is used to query the state of A2DP.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

AT+MS<CR><LF>  

3. Examples:  

Ex. To query the state of A2DP:  
→AT+MS<CR><LF>query the state of A2DP.  
← MS=01,00189600ABCD<CR><LF>the A2DP channel 0 of Bluetooth module is now connecting to 
the remote A2DP source device which address is 00:18:96:00:AB:CD.  
← MS=10<CR><LF> the A2DP channel 1 of Bluetooth module is now connectable.  

5.4.5. MV—Check or set the volume of A2DP music  

1. Description:  

This command is used to check or set the volume level of specified A2DP channel.  
If the parameter is not presented, the module will report the current volume level of each available A2DP 
channel.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

AT+MV{=ChVol}<CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

ChVol 

The channel and volume level of A2DP to set  
The high nibble indicates the channel ID(0h-1h) 
and the low nibble indicates the volume level(0h-
Fh). 

   

4. Examples:  

Ex. a. To check current volume level of each A2DP channel:  
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→ AT+MV<CR><LF>check the volume of A2DP level.  
← MV=0F<CR><LF>report the volume level of A2DP channel 0 is 15(Dec).  
← MV=1A<CR><LF>report the volume level of A2DP channel 1 is 10(Dec).  
Ex. b. To set the volume of A2DP channel 0 to level 10:  
→ AT+MV=0A<CR><LF>set the volume of A2DP channel 0 to level 10.  
←OK<CR><LF>response from the module to indicate the command is adopted.  

5.4.6. MR—Switch the audio output route  

1. Description:  

This command is used to switch the audio output route between Analog output, I2S digital output and SPDIF 
digital output. Once configured, the configuration will take effect immediately and until the next time the 
module is configured by this command. It means the Bluetooth module will remember the configuration, and 
even if the Bluetooth module has been powered off, the configuration will not be lost.  
If the parameter is not presented, the Bluetooth module will report current profile configuration by the 
Indicator MR.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

AT+MR[=Route]<CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

Route 

The new output route.  
Value: 00h—02h  
00h: Analog output  
01h: I2S digital output  
02h: SPDIF digital output  
Default: 00h(Analog output). 

   

4. Examples:  

Ex. a. Query the audio route configuration:  
→ AT+MR<CR><LF>query the audio route configuration.  
← MR=00<CR><LF> report the current audio route is Analog output.  
 Ex. b. Switch the audio route to I2S digital output:  
→ AT+MR=01<CR><LF> switch the audio route to I2S digital output.  
← OK<CR><LF>response from the module to indicate the command is adopted.  

5.5. AVRCP Commands  

5.5.1. CV—Connect to the remote AVRCP target device  

1. Description:  

This command will make the Bluetooth module to connect to the remote Bluetooth AVRCP target device 
(generally, it’s a mobile phone or laptop, etc.). If the Bluetooth address parameter is not presented, the 
Bluetooth module will attempt to connect to the last connected AVRCP target device.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

AT+CV[=BdAddr]<CR><LF>  

5.5.1.3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

BdAddr 
The Bluetooth address of the Bluetooth AVRCP 
target device to connect. 

   

4. Examples:  

Ex. a. To connect to the last connected AVRCP target device:  
→AT+CV<CR><LF> connect to the last connected AVRCP target device.  
← VS=01,00189600ABCD<CR><LF> the Bluetooth module is now connecting to the last connected 
AVRCP target device which address is 00:18:96:00:AB:CD.  
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← CV=00,00189600ABCD<CR><LF> connecting result: success.  
← VS=02,00189600ABCD<CR><LF> the Bluetooth module is now connected to the last connected 
AVRCP target device.  
Ex. b. To connect to the specified AVRCP target device:  
→ AT+CV=00189600000A<CR><LF>connect to the specified AVRCP target device: 00:18:96:00:00:0A.  
← VS=01,00189600000A<CR><LF>  the Bluetooth module is now connecting to the specified AVRCP 
target device which address is 00:18:96:00:00:0A.  
← CV=00,00189600000A<CR><LF> connecting result: success.  
← VS=02,00189600000A<CR><LF> the Bluetooth module is now connected to the specified AVRCP 
target device.  

5.5.2. DV—Disconnect with the remote AVRCP target device  

1. Description:  

This command will make Bluetooth module to disconnect with the remote Bluetooth AVRCP target device. If 
the Bluetooth address parameter is not presented, the Bluetooth module will disconnect with all of the 
connected AVRCP target devices.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

AT+DV[=BdAddr]<CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

BdAddr 
The Bluetooth address of the Bluetooth AVRCP 
target device to connect. 

   

4. Examples:  

Ex. a. To disconnect with all of the connected AVRCP target devices:  
→ AT+DV<CR><LF> disconnect with all of the connected AVRCP target devices.  
← VS=00<CR><LF> the AVRCP channel 0 of Bluetooth module is now disconnected and is 
connectable.  
Ex.b. To disconnect to the specified AVRCP target device:  
→ AT+DV=00189600000A<CR><LF>disconnect with the specified AVRCP target device: 
00:18:96:00:00:0A.  
← VS=00<CR><LF>the AVRCP channel 0 of Bluetooth module is now disconnected and is 
connectable.  

5.5.3. VS—Query the state of AVRCP  

1. Description:  

This command is used to query the state of AVRCP.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

AT+VS<CR><LF>  

3. Examples:  

Ex. To query the state of AVRCP:  
→  AT+VS<CR><LF> query the state of AVRCP.  
← VS=01,00189600ABCD<CR><LF> the AVRCP channel 0 of Bluetooth module is now connecting to 
the remote AVRCP target device which address is 00:18:96:00:AB:CD.  
←VS=10<CR><LF> the AVRCP channel 1 of Bluetooth module is now connectable.  

5.5.4. PL—Play or Pause  

1. Description:  

This command is used to send a Play or Pause command to the connected/active AVRCP target device.  

2. Syntax:  
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Synopsis:  

AT+PL<CR><LF>  

3. Examples:  

Ex. To send a Play or Pause command to the connected/active AVRCP target device:  
→ AT+PL<CR><LF> send a Play or Pause command.  
← OK<CR><LF>      response from the module to indicate the command is adopted.  

5.5.5. ST—Stop play  

1. Description:  

This command is used to send a Stop command to the connected/active AVRCP target device.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

AT+ST<CR><LF>  

3. Examples:  

Ex. To send a Stop command to the connected/active AVRCP target device:  
→  AT+ST<CR><LF> send a Stop command.  
← OK<CR><LF>      response from the module to indicate the command is adopted.  

5.5.6. NX—Next  

1. Description:  

This command is used to send a Next command to the connected/active AVRCP target device.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

AT+NX<CR><LF>  

 

3. Examples:  

Ex. To send a Next command to the connected/active AVRCP target device:  
→ AT+NX<CR><LF>send a Next command.  
← OK<CR><LF> response from the module to indicate the command is adopted.  

5.5.7. PR—Previous  

1. Description:  

This command is used to send a Previous command to the connected/active AVRCP target device.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

AT+PR<CR><LF>  

3. Examples:  

Ex. To send a Previous command to the connected/active AVRCP target device:  
→ AT+PR<CR><LF>send a Previous command.  
← OK<CR><LF> response from the module to indicate the command is adopted.  

5.5.8. IO—Input/output capability of bluetooth devices 

1. Description:  

This command sets the input and output capabilities of a bluetooth device 

2. Syntax:  
Synopsis:  

AT+IO<CR><LF>  
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3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

 

0 = display only 
1 = display yes or no 
2 = keyboard only 
3 = no input no output 

   

 

 

4. Examples:  

Ex. To set bluetooth module input and output capability:  
→ AT+IO=01<CR><LF>set bluetooth display yes or no.  
← OK<CR><LF> response from the module to indicate the command is adopted.  

6. Description of ASCII Indicators  

6.1. General Indicators  

6.1.1. OK—Command was adopted by the module  

1. Description:  

This indicator indicates a command was adopted by the Bluetooth module successfully.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

OK<CR><LF>  

3. Examples:  

Ex.  To make Bluetooth module discoverable:  
→ AT+MD=01<CR><LF>make Bluetooth module discoverable.  
← OK<CR><LF> response from the module to indicate the command is adopted.  

6.1.2. ER—Error detected in the command sent by the host  

1. Description:  

This indicator indicates there is an error detected in the command sent by the host.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

ER{=ErrCode}<CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

ErrCode 

The error code to give the reason of an error.  
Value: 01h—04h  
01: The command is not allowed in current state.  
02: The command is not given in proper format.  
03: The command cannot be recognized.  
04: The command length is too long 

   

4. Examples:  

Ex. a.  
→ AT+MD=01<CR><LF> make Bluetooth module discoverable.  
←  ER=01<CR><LF> response from the module to indicate the command is not allowed in current state 
since the Bluetooth module is already discoverable.  
 Ex. b.  
→AT+CS=00189600ABCD<CR><LF> connect to the SPP device  
←  ER=01<CR><LF> response from the module to indicate the command is not allowed in current state, 
the possible reason can be the SPP device has already connected or there is another connect 
attempting is being performed.  
 Ex. c.  
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→AT+CS=00189600ABCD,03<CR><LF>  connect to the SPP device use the name ID 03h  
← ER=02<CR><LF>  response from the module to indicate the command is not given in proper format 
because the name ID is out of range.   
Ex. d.  
→ AT+XX<CR><LF>     
←  ER=03<CR><LF response from the module to indicate the command cannot be recognized.  

6.1.3. PF—Profile configuration  

1. Description:  

This indicator will report current feature configuration of the Bluetooth module.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:   

PF{=SppCnt ,HfpCnt,A2dpCnt,AvrcpCnt,Pbap}<CR><LF>   

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Mandatory or Optional  Comments 

SppEn 
Enable or disable the spp profile.  
Value: 00h—01h  
Default: 01 

SppEn 

Enable or disable the spp 
profile.  
Value: 00h—01h  
Default: 01  

HfpEn 
Enable or disable the hfp profile. 
Value: 00h—01h  
Default: 01 

HfpEn 

Enable or disable the hfp 
profile. 
Value: 00h—01h  
Default: 01 

A2dpEn 
Enable or disable the a2dp profile. 
Value: 00h—01h  
Default: 01 

A2dpEn 

Enable or disable the a2dp 
profile. 
Value: 00h—01h  
Default: 01 

AvrcpEn 

Enable or disable the avrcp 
profile. 
Value: 00h—01h  
Default: 01 

AvrcpEn 

Enable or disable the avrcp 
profile. 
Value: 00h—01h  
Default: 01 

 

Notes: 1. The default profile configuration may be different per software version.  

6.1.4. AD—Bluetooth address of the module  

1. Description:  

This indicator reports the Bluetooth address of the module.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

AD{=BtAddr}<CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

BtAddr 
The Bluetooth address of the module.  
Value: 12 digits number 

   

6.1.5. NM—Local friendly name  

1. Description:  

This indicator will report current local friendly name of the Bluetooth module.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

NM{=Name}<CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 
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Name 
The local friendly name of the Bluetooth module.  
Length: 1—30 characters  
Default: Per software version. 

   

6.1.6. BR—UART baud rate  

1. Description:  

This indicator will report current UART baud of the Bluetooth module.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

BR{=BaudRate}<CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

BaudRate 

The baud rate of the Bluetooth module.  
Value: 00h—08h  
00: 9600 
01: 19200 
02 :38400 
03 :57600 
04 :115200 
05: 230400 
06: 460800 
07: 921600 
08: 1382400 

 

The default 
baud rate may 
not be 9600 per 
software 
version.  

 

6.1.7. MD—Discoverable state  

1. Description:  

This indicator will report current discoverable state of the Bluetooth module.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

MD{=State}<CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

State 

The state of discoverable.  
Value: 00h or 01h  
00: Not discoverable  
01: Discoverable 

   

6.1.8. PA—State of pairing mode  

1. Description:  

This indicator will report current state of pairing mode of the module.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

PA{=State}<CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

State 

The state of pairing mode.  
Value: 00h or 01h  
00: Pairing/Bonding disabled  
01: Pairing/Bonding enabled 
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6.1.9. CA—Connectable state  

1. Description:  

This indicator will report current connectable state of the module.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

CA{=State}<CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

State 

The new state of connectable mode.  
Value: 00h or 01h  
00: connect disabled  
01: connect enabled 

   

 

6.2. SPP Indicators   

6.2.1. SS—State of each SPP channel  

1. Description:  

This indicator reports the state of each SPP channel.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

SS{=SppState}[,BdAddr] CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

SppState 

The state of each SPP channel.  
The high nibble indicates the channel ID(0h-xh, x 
is the maximum SPP instance count, refer to 
5.1.1) and the low nibble indicates the state(0h-
2h).  
State Value: 0h-2h  
0: the SPP channel is idle and connectable.  
1: The SPP channel is connecting to a remote 
SPP device.  
2: The SPP channel is connected with a remote 
SPP device 

   

BdAddr The Bluetooth address of remote SPP device.   

6.2.2. CS—Result of connect attempt to a remote SPP device  

1. Description:  

This indicator indicates the result of connect attempt to a remote SPP device.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

CS{=RetCode,BdAddr}<CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

RetCode 

The result code of the connect attempt.  
The high nibble indicates the channel ID(0h—xh, x 
is the maximum SPP instance count, refer to 
5.1.1) and the low nibble indicates the result code 
(0h—Bh).  
Result code value: 0h—Bh  
0: Connect attempt succeeded.  
1: Service search failed.  
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2: Service level connection establishment failed.  
3: Profile instance already connected.  
4: RFCOMM connection failed to be established.  
5: Requested server channel not registered by this 
profile instance.  
6: Connection attempt timed out.  
7: The remote device rejected the connection.  
8: The remote device terminated the connection.  
9: Unsuccessful due to an abnormal disconnect 
while establishing the RFCOMM connection.  
A: The connection attempt failed because there is 
already a connection to that remote device on the 
requested RFCOMM channel.  
B: Connect failed due to invalid frame size request 
from app 

BdAddr The Bluetooth address of remote SPP device.   

6.2.3. DT—Data packet received from remote SPP device  

1. Description:  

This indicator indicates there is a data packet received from a remote SPP device.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

DT{=ChannelOrNameId,DataLen,Data}<CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

Channel 

The SPP channel ID or Name ID from which the 
data is received.  
Value: 00h—0xh (x is the maximum SPP instance 
count, refer to 5.1.1)  
00—0x: the channel ID of SPP 

   

DataLen 
The length in bytes of the data received.  
Value: 00h-FFh 

  

Data The raw data.   

  

6.3. BLE Indicators  

6.3.1 AT—State of Advertising  

1. Description: 

This indicator will report current advertising state of the BLE channel.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

AT{=State}<CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

State  

The state of advertising.  
Value: 00h or 01h  
00: Not advertising.  
01: Advertising to BLE central.  

   

6.3.2. LS—State of BLE channel  

1. Description:  

This indicator reports the state of BLE channel.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  
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LS{=State}<CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

State  

The state of BLE channel.  
State Value: 00h-01h  
00: the BLE channel is idle and connectable. .  
01: The BLE channel is connected with a remote 
BLE central device.  

   

6.3.3. LD—Data packet received from remote BLE central device  

1. Description:  

This indicator indicates there is a data packet received from a remote BLE central device.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

LD{=DataLen,Data}<CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

DataLen  
The length in bytes of the data received.  
Value: 00h-FFh 

   

Data The raw data.   

4. Examples:  

Ex. 6.17. A data packet is received from the BLE central device:  
← LD=0A,1234567890<CR><LF>   a data packet received from BLE central device, the data length 
is 10(Dec).  

6.4. A2DP Indicators  

6.4.1. OD—Configuration of optional decoder used by A2DP  

1. Description:  

This indicator reports the configuration of optional decoder used by A2DP.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

OD{=Aac, AptX<CR><LF> 
3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

Aac  

The status of AAC decoder.  
Value: 00h or 01h  
00h: Disabled  
01h: Enabled  
Default: Disabled 

   

AptX 

The status of Apt-X decoder.  
Value: 00h or 01h  
00h: Disabled  
01h: Enabled  
Default: Disabled 

  

 

6.4.2. MS—State of A2DP channel  

1. Description:  

This indicator reports the state of A2DP.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  
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MS{=A2dpState}[,BdAddr] <CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

A2dpState  

The state of each A2DP channel.  
The high nibble indicates the channel ID(0h-1h) 
and the low nibble indicates the state(0h-2h).  
State Value: 0h-2h  
0: the A2DP channel is idle and connectable.  
1: The A2DP channel is connecting to a remote 
A2DP source device.  
2: The A2DP channel is connected with a remote 
A2DP source device. 

   

BdAddr 
The Bluetooth address of remote A2DP source 
device. 

  

6.4.3. CM—Result of connect attempt to a remote A2DP source device  

1. Description:  

This indicator indicates the result of connect attempt to a remote A2DP source device.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

CM{=RetCode,BdAddr}<CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

RetCode 

The result code of the connect attempt.  
The high nibble indicates the channel ID(0h—1h) and 
the low nibble indicates the result code (0h—xh).  
Result code value: 0h—xh  
Value: 0h—xh  
0: Connect attempt succeeded.  
X: A non-zero code indicates the connect attempt failed 

   

BdAddr The Bluetooth address of remote A2DP source device.   

6.4.4. PL—State of A2DP playing  

1. Description:  

This indicator reports the state of A2DP playing.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

PL{=PlayingState}<CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

PlayingState 

The state of A2DP playing:  
The high nibble indicates the channel ID(0h-1h) and the 
low nibble indicates the state(0h-1h).  
State Value: 0h-1h  
0h: The A2DP device is now suspended or stopped.  
1h: The A2DP device is now playing. 

   

4. Examples:  

Ex. 6.18. The A2DP playing state:  
← PL=01<CR><LF>  the A2DP device on channel 0 is not playing.  
← PL=11<CR><LF>  the A2DP device on channel 1 is not playing.  
← PL=00<CR><LF>  the A2DP device on channel 0 is not suspended or stopped.  
← PL=10<CR><LF>  the A2DP device on channel 1 is not suspended or stopped.  
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6.4.5. DD—Decoder used by A2DP  

1. Description:  

This indicator reports the decoder used by A2DP.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

DD{=Decoder}<CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

Decoder 

The decoder used by A2DP:  
The high nibble indicates the channel ID(0h-1h) and the 
low nibble indicates the decoder(1h-6h).  
Decoder Value: 1h-6h  
1h: SBC decoder.  
2h: MP3 decoder  
3h: AAC decoder.  
4h: Fast Stream decoder  
5h: APT-X decoder.  
6h: APT-X LL decoder 

   

4. Examples:  

Ex. 6.19. The decoder used by A2DP:  
← DD=01<CR><LF> the decoder used by A2DP of channel 0 is SBC decoder  
← DD=11<CR><LF> the decoder used by A2DP of channel 1 is SBC decoder  
←DD=03<CR><LF>  the decoder used by A2DP of channel 0 is AAC decoder  
← DD=15<CR><LF> the decoder used by A2DP of channel 1 is APT-X decoder.  

6.4.6. MV—Volume of A2DP music  

1. Description:  

This indicator reports the volume level of each available A2DP channel.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

MV{=ChVol}<CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

ChVol 
The channel and volume level of A2DP music.  
The high nibble indicates the channel ID(0h-1h) and the 
low nibble indicates the volume level(0h-Fh). 

   

6.5. AVRCP Indicators  

6.5.1. VS—State of AVRCP channel  

1. Description:  

This indicator reports the state of AVRCP.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

VS{=AvrcpState}[,BdAddr] <CR><LF>  

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

AvrcpState 

The state of each AVRCP channel.  
The high nibble indicates the channel ID(0h-1h) and the 
low nibble indicates the state(0h-2h).  
State Value: 0h-2h  
0: the AVRCP channel is idle and connectable.  
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1: The AVRCP channel is connecting to a remote 
AVRCP target device.  
2: The AVRCP channel is connected with a remote 
AVRCP target 

BdAddr The Bluetooth address of remote AVRCP target device.   

6.5.2. CV—Result of connect attempt to a remote AVRCP target device  

1. Description:  

This indicator indicates the result of connect attempt to a remote AVRCP target device.  

2. Syntax:  

Synopsis:  

CV{=RetCode,BdAddr}<CR><LF>  

 

3. Parameter Description:  

Parameter  Description  Nvram  Comments 

RetCode 

The result code of the connect attempt.  
The high nibble indicates the channel ID(0h—1h) and 
the low nibble indicates the result code (0h—xh).  
Result code value: 0h—xh  
Value: 0h—xh  
0: Connect attempt succeeded.  
X: A non-zero code indicates the connect attempt 
failed. 

   

BdAddr The Bluetooth address of remote AVRCP target device.   
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